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Contextual information 
This document provides historic information about the lineage of some 
Landonline cadastral data. The information is as published prior to the creation of 
Landonline. 

This document describes the structure and content of data in Land Information NZ's 
Digital Cadastral Database (DCDB). 

This is outdated content provided as a historical reference. 

Published by Land Information New Zealand, Wellington, under the authority of the Chief 
Executive. 

Aims of document 
The use of land and its resources is central to a wide range of human activities. These 
activities are planned, supported and monitored by a range of land professionals. In 
providing their particular service, the various land professionals record and analyse land 
information specific to their individual needs. 

Within the range of professional views of land, Land Information New Zealand has 
developed a number of specific systems, each with a primary purpose of meeting the 
needs of a specific administrative function, such as surveying and mapping. One of these 
systems is the Digital Cadastral Database, or DCDB. The functions of the DCDB are: 

• To provide core cadastral data for land information management in New Zealand. 
• To provide an index to cadastral information to support core Land Information New 

Zealand functions. 
• The focus of the DCDB is on legal land parcels, their identification, and the 

geographical position of their boundaries relative to one another and to the 
national map grid. 

The characteristics of data are a reflection of its function. It is essential that users are 
aware of data characteristics when it is intended to acquire and use data from different 
sources. Data obtained from different sources are often captured at different time frames, 
may not be maintained on a regular basis and may be of varying quality and of variable 
spatial resolution and accuracy of coordinates. Inaccurate results or decisions may result 
in trying to integrate and analyse data from disparate sources. 

This document provides information on the data characteristics of the DCDB. It is 
intended as a reference document for DCDB users, or intending users, who wish to know 
detailed technical aspects of the database. It provides information on the definition, 
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content, structure, quality and interpretations used in its compilation and pricing and 
licensing details. 

References 
Reference to manuals, publications and other documentation contained in this manual 
are as follows: 

SHL Systemhouse Incorporated 

• VISION* Manager - The GINA File Format 

Land Information NZ 

• Digital Cadastral Database User Manual 
• TC 1974/10 Area Conversions 
• TC 1984/1 State Highway Names 
• TC 1987/4 Standardisation of Land Appellations 
• TC 1987/5 Simplified Land Appellation 
• TC 1987/8 Recording Procedures and Record Map Production 
• TC 1988/2 DCDB Charges 
• TC 1990/2 DCDB Licensing, Fees, Products and Services 
• The Survey (Departmental Fees and Charges) Regulations 1993 
• LAD - Land Appellation Database 
• Surveyor-General's Accuracy Specifications for the DCDB, September 1997 

Old LINZ 

• LINZ Standard for Land Appellation 
• Area Measurement 
• Street Address 

Note: Throughout this document there are numerous references to “old LINZ”. These 
references are to the advisory body set up in 1987 to advise the LIS/GIS community on 
standards. This body was disbanded in 1996 when the Department of Survey and Land 
Information was split into two entities - Land Information New Zealand and Terralink NZ 
Ltd. 
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1 Data Overview 
1.0 Introduction 
Under Sec 11 (1) of the Survey Act 1986, the functions and duties of the Surveyor General 
include: 

"(c) To arrange for the maintenance in suitable format of cadastral survey documents and 
systems of cadastral survey documents and the production of cadastral record maps 
portraying surveyed boundaries, land parcels, and appellations providing a 
comprehensive base for integration of land information data and the establishment 
of geographic based sub-systems" 

The DCDB is the digital equivalent of the cadastral record maps. Its functions in support of 
the cadastral survey system are to provide: 

an integrated framework (seamless map) of the current state of New Zealand's land 
parcels, to support constitutional, electoral and administrative functions; 
a spatial index to all survey plans and statutory actions, to facilitate their access (utilising 
the above "fabric" as the backdrop); 
the capability of linking the data required for the above functions with other relevant 
survey, land title, crown land and Maori land records. 

The DCDB is a distributed digital cadastral database for New Zealand, designed as an 
integrated Geographic Information System (GIS). 

The database runs on Sun Microsystems Inc. hardware in a Unix environment using 
VISION* software from SHL Systemhouse Ltd, Canada. All data is managed in an ORACLE 
relational database management system. 

VISION* provides the tools for data capture through manual digitising of hardcopy 
records; numeric entry of survey data through a keyboard; editing of captured data; 
maintenance of the database; and the output of a variety of products. 

VISION* also provides a database management system allowing captured data to be held 
in a continuous map of each Land District, as well as providing data manipulation and 
inquiry facilities. 

1.1 Definition 
"The DCDB is a continuously updated database which graphically defines all parcels of 
land in New Zealand with respect to their geographic location, shape, area, appellation, 
and street address. In addition the DCDB defines statistical meshblocks, and their derived 
boundaries." 
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1.2 Content 
The DCDB contains the following data: 

1 A graphical representation of all land parcel boundaries including legal roads, Maori 
roadways, railways, and hydrographic boundaries as defined on: 

a) the most recently approved survey office plans, Maori Land Court plans and 
deposited land transfer plans; 

b) diagrams on transfer as recorded in the Land Title Office, where this definition is 
current and available. 

2 For each and every land parcel, as defined above, the following are recorded: 
a) A standard appellation (legal description). This will be in terms of the `Land 

Appellation Database' (LAD), or for new transactions since 1 June 1987, the 
approved simplified land appellation format. 

b) The approved and official area as defined on metric survey plans; or converted 
from imperial survey plans; or calculated/deduced with respect to balance areas 
of part parcels. 

c) Reference to the survey plan supporting the definition; or in the case of 
diagrams on transfer, reference to the transfer document or a Certificate of Title 
reference defining the sub-division; or in the case of unsurveyed Maori land 
partitions, reference to the Maori Land Court records which define the partition. 

3 For land parcels that are affected by cross lease plans produced under the 
Companies Act 1964 and Unit Plans under the Unit Titles Act 1972 for which titles 
may issue, the appropriate plan reference number is recorded. The boundaries of 
those flats or units are not recorded. 

4 For land parcels that are affected by notice in the New Zealand Gazette or New 
Zealand Statutes, reference is included to record the year and page of the gazette 
notice or the name, year, section and title of the statute together with details as to 
the purpose for which the land is held. 

5 For all roads, railways, hydrographic features and reserves, the approved name for 
the respective feature is recorded. 

6 For land parcels which have been assigned a street address the property number 
and/or the road/street name is recorded. 

7 For all named roads and railways a linear centreline network is created. Note: Road 
centrelines represent the centreline of the legal definition and do not necessarily 
represent the existence of physical access or the centreline of the formed road. 

8 The graphical representation of each statistical meshblock and meshblock identifier 
as maintained for, and used by, Statistics New Zealand for the Census of Population 
and Dwellings and associated activities. Refer 2.1.2. 
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1.3 Structure 
The database has three major components; a spatial component, which includes all 
coordinate and graphical information; an attribute component, which contains 
descriptive information, and information on topology (or connectivity) of the graphical 
data. 

1.3.1 Spatial Data 
The fundamental database graphic entity within the DCDB is called a feature. A feature 
has one or more coordinates, a graphic text string, graphic parameters (eg. text size, 
justification), system attributes (eg. feature code, layer number, length, system computed 
polygon area, etc.), and user defined attributes (eg. appellation, plan number, legal area, 
etc.). 

Features are grouped into logical information layers and within those layers are further 
grouped into networks containing features which are topologically related. Two types of 
networks are defined, linear and polygon. Topologically joined linear networks provide 
facilities for analysis such as districting or shortest path. Polygon networks define the 
relationships between boundary segments or connectivity of features, adjacency to 
polygons and relationship of an interior polygon centroid to user defined attributes. 
When topologically correct, analysis of both graphical and attribute data may be 
displayed. Examples of these networks within the DCDB are the road centreline linear 
network, and parcel and meshblock polygon networks. 

1.3.2 Attribute Data 
Attribute data are stored in two-dimensional user defined tables. These tables are 
maintained in a relational database management system (ORACLE). Information can be 
retrieved selectively to client specifications through a Geographic Query Language (GQL, 
an extended version of the industry standard Structured Query Language SQL). 

Two types of user defined tables exist, primary and indirect tables. Primary tables 
contain data directly related to a geographical feature such as a centroid. Within the 
DCDB primary tables are used to store user defined attributes for parcels and roads. 
Indirect tables contain data not necessarily related to only one feature and may contain 
records defining relationships using unique keys from two or more primary tables. 

1.3.3 Topology 
Graphical, or a combination of graphical and attribute, inquiries or analysis can only be 
made if topology (or connectivity) is formed on the graphical data. Facilities within the 
VISION* capture and maintenance software provide for polygon and linear topology to 
be formed and maintained to ensure that data are topologically correct. LINZ does not 
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warrant that it is possible to form full topology on data, but will use its best endeavours 
to achieve this if the client needs it. Clients who require topology in the DCDB should 
advise LINZ prior to supply so this may be formed as topology is not provided in GINA by 
default. 

Topological information may not necessarily transfer between systems during data 
conversion. However, by maintaining topology within the DCDB, formation of 
topology on other systems with this facility can be easily achieved with little further 
work. 

2 Data Quality Aspects 
2.0 Introduction 
It is essential that users have an appreciation of the quality of data when considering 
various uses. There are several quality aspects which users need to know in order to 
properly assess whether data is suitable for their application. The aspects are: lineage, 
standards, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, completeness, timeliness and logical 
consistency. This section provides information on these quality aspects as related to the 
DCDB. 

2.1 Lineage 
Lineage relates to an appreciation of data sources and how data has been derived from 
those sources to populate a database. 

2.1.1 Cadastral Spatial Component 
The DCDB's spatial component has been populated primarily by hand digitising from the 
department's existing large scale cadastral record maps. The scales of these maps range 
from 1:396 (50 links to an inch) to 1:50,000 with scales of 1:792, 1:1000, 1:1584 and 1:2000 
predominant in urban areas and scales of 1:7920 and 1:10,000 predominant in rural areas. 

This spatial capture approach was influenced by the need to provide a reasonably 
accurate database in a limited time frame to meet the spatial needs of Land Information 
NZ and its clients. Research undertaken in Land Information NZ and backed by overseas 
studies has shown that the more accurate numerical methods of input are considerably 
slower than hand digitising. The increase in capture time is not attributed to the input of 
data, but is due to the necessity to research survey data from survey plans and traverse 
sheets and the tabulation and checking of that data prior to input. However, this 
approach has not precluded numerical methods of input in specific areas where a higher 
degree of positional accuracy has been required. Refer also 2.1.1.4.. 
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Cadastral record maps portray land parcels, the smallest land unit, that has been 
subdivided primarily from subdivisional plans and for which title may issue. Their focus is 
on legal "cadastral" land parcels, their identification, and the geographical position of 
their boundaries relative to a coordinate system. The land parcels may be all of the land in 
one ownership or title, or may be less than a property or title. The view of land parcels 
recorded on cadastral record maps and represented within the DCDB is the view defined 
on approved survey plans and may differ from the view represented from title or 
valuation sources. 

The focus of land parcels under the "title" system is on the ownership, the legal land 
description and the constraints against the land. Under the titles system, land parcels may 
be aggregated to form properties, may have been subdivided by "diagram on transfer" 
and not recorded on Land Information NZ's cadastral record maps, or title for subdivided 
land parcels not issued. The situation is further complicated by customary Maori land 
where the Maori Land Court may have subdivided the land by a court partition and a 
survey of subdivision has never been completed. 

The valuer's view of land parcels focus on property values, improvements and actual and 
permitted use. In determining what is a land parcel to be valued, the valuer may include 
all contiguous land in one ownership, or separately value an ownership where the land is 
not contiguous or has a separate use. The land parcel definition may therefore differ from 
the "cadastre", "title" and "valuation" land parcel definitions as illustrated below. 

 

The DCDB may differ - 

• from a titles database in that diagram on transfer subdivisions may not be shown, 
parcels are aggregated in the issue of titles, non standard appellations are often 
used in the title description and timeliness of action may cause differences 

• from a Maori land database in that unsurveyed Maori partitions are generally not 
shown and that database may not use the same form of appellation 

• from the Valuation NZ database in that this database is based on an aggregation of 
land parcels into land holdings, contains unregistered miscellaneous leases, and 
appellation may be non standard. 
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2.1.1.1 Imperial Record Maps 

Imperial scale record maps were drawn in colour on holland backed hot press or cartridge 
drawing paper. This media is reasonably stable although some dimensional distortion 
may be evident. The media is subject to deterioration through mishandling resulting in 
creases around the edges. The coordinate system used was predominantly old cadastral 
datum (OCD), that is a plane datum based on a local or initial meridional trigonometrical 
station without projection corrections applied. The accuracy of imperial cadastral record 
maps was determined by three major factors: 

1 Draughting error by using erroneous OCD coordinates or Geodetic coordinates 
without a correction being applied and poor recording by 'fudging' of data to fit 
existing work; 

2 Non linear sheet dimensional distortions; 
3 General sheet deterioration. 
 

2.1.1.2 Metric Record Maps 

From 1975 record maps were produced to metric scales on Herculene polyester drawing 
media. These were printed via rotary or flatbed printing onto diazo foil as "working 
copies". It is this working copy, maintained on a daily basis, that was used for DCDB 
population. Metric record maps were drawn on the New Zealand Map Grid (NZMG) 
projection using coordinate transformations from Geodetic Datum 1949. 

The accuracy of the metric cadastral record maps was also determined by three major 
factors: 

1 The method of compilation whereby errors evident in the imperial sheets were 
perpetuated by reducing these sheets and tracing the data. 

2 It is known that a number of these maps, purported to be in terms of NZMG, had 
not been corrected to Geodetic datum. In effect the NZMG sheet edge and 
meridional circuit grid are in their correct position relative to one another but the 
parcel information is in terms of OCD. 

3 Dimensional distortions in the "working copy" intermediates, from which the DCDB 
was digitised, due to production by rotary diazo copiers. 

2.1.1.3 Survey Plans 

Some capture was undertaken from the original survey plan of subdivision. This occurred 
where the subdivision was extensive, contained large amounts of natural (water) 
boundaries or where the existing record map accuracy was suspect. 

2.1.1.4 Numeric Entry 
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Some capture was undertaken by numeric entry of survey coordinates and bearings and 
distances. This method of capture was used where existing record maps were known to 
be inaccurate, where survey coordinate anomalies were known to exist, or where a higher 
positional accuracy was required by clients for integration with other datasets derived 
from a higher precision source such as large scale topographical data or 
orthophotography. 

Generally new maintenance data are entered by numeric entry or use survey coordinates 
to control position. 

2.1.2 Meshblock Component 
A meshblock is defined as being the smallest geographical unit for which statistical data is 
collected, stored and processed by Statistics New Zealand. Land Information NZ, under an 
agreement with Statistics New Zealand is responsible for managing the geographical 
definition of meshblocks. Meshblock boundaries are aligned to the cadastral data with 
that relationship continuously maintained. 

2.1.3 Lineage Indicator 
In order to interrogate the lineage of points stored within the database, codes describing 
data source and capture date are assigned to attribute nodes (EMF's) as shown in the 
table below. 

Source code Document Scale Source code Document Scale 

1 (Geodetic Datum Survey) 2 (Old Cadastral Datum Survey) 

3 (Digitised 0-500) 8 (Digitised 2001-5000) 

4 (Digitised 501-792) 9 (Digitised 5001-7920) 

5 (Digitised 793-1000) 10 (Digitised 7921-10000) 

6 (Digitised 1001-1584) 11 (Digitised 10001-25000) 

7 (Digitised 1585-2000) 12 (Digitised 25001-50000) 

2.1.4 Attribute Component 
Attributes within the DCDB are derived from a number of sources. 

Parcel attributes are predominantly interpreted from the cadastral record maps. The 
exception is street address and the unique meshblock identifier which were originally 
sourced from Electoral Record Maps (ERM) used to support our involvement in the 
Electoral process. The Electoral Record Maps recorded a house number where allocated 
and a street name as listed in the Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) database. This 
database is defined as being an authoritative listing of street and place names for New 
Zealand with respect to their location within a local authority, general or Maori electoral 
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district and, where appropriate, no-licence district. Street address data is now continually 
updated through advice from Territorial Authorities, whose responsibility it is under the 
Local Government Act to maintain such records and to advise LINZ of such changes. 

Road names are entered in terms of the Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) database. 

Railway names are as gazetted on 13 August 1996. 

2.2 Standards 
A number of standards are used in the compilation and maintenance of the DCDB. These 
include: 

"old LINZ" standard for: 

• Geographic Reference 
• Land Appellation 
• Area Measurement 
• Street Address 
• Local Government Names 

2.2.1 Geographic Reference 
The standard adopted for geographic or positional information in the DCDB is the "old 
LINZ" standard for geographical reference and is defined as follows: 

Geographical Reference 

The coordinate system for geographic reference of horizontal positions is New Zealand 
Map Grid (NZMG) coordinates. (Based on the NZMG Projection, a minimum error 
conformal projection with a scale variation not exceeding 0.024% with coordinates based 
on the International (Hayford) Spheroid. The true origin is at latitude 41 S and longitude 
173 E with coordinates 2 510 000 metres east and 6 023 150 metres north.) 

Units 

Coordinates will be expressed in metres. 

Convention 

NZMG coordinates (x and y) of a point will be expressed using the convention whereby 
the easting (abscissa or x-axis) is shown first followed by the northing (ordinate or y-axis). 

Computer Record Format 

In all cases NZMG coordinates will contain seven digits before the decimal point, with 
provision for up to three digits following the decimal point, for both ordinate and 
abscissa. 
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2.2.2 Land Appellation 
Appellation for land parcels are entered into the DCDB in terms of the "old LINZ" 
standard for existing land parcel appellation and simplified appellation format for new 
parcels created from 1 June 1987. 

To quote from the "old LINZ" Standard for Land Appellation. 

"Land appellation can generally be defined as the textual reference used to identify 
a defined parcel of land which has a legal entity. A great variety of appellations 
were generated during the provincial period of land administration in New Zealand. 
The standardisation requirements for matching computer files for a national Land 
Information System, has now provided the much needed opportunity to both 
rationalise and simplify the proliferation and variation of current land appellation 
formats. The appellation of each parcel of land (the smallest land units covering the 
whole country) will provide the common key essential for matching the land data 
files of each department, and ultimately their linkage to form the 'core' LIS. 
Maintenance procedures will be implanted in this system to ensure that the 
individual records in the respective files are kept in agreement, and that these files 
are maintained with a high integrity. 

Standardisation of existing land appellation comprises the first part of the LINZ 
standard for Land Appellation. As well as standardising the appellation identifying 
each parcel of land in the computer records of each sub-system, introduction of this 
standard will also reduce the number of different appellation formats from more 
than 14,000 to less than 8,000. 

The Land Appellation Database (LAD) is the LINZ STANDARD for existing land 
parcel appellation in respect of Land District Code; Registration District or Survey 
District or Maori Block name; parcel type ; and format. It is a national listing of all 
these appellations including those which have been superseded or are defunct. 

The simplified appellation system for new parcels created from 1 June 1987, is 
based on the principle that all land parcels defined on a survey plan are uniquely 
identified by referencing them to the plan number. Modern Land Transfer plans have 
appellation expressed in this simplified form, which provides a unique reference and 
also gives a direct link to the plan creating the new parcel. It is a logical step to 
adopt this principle for new Crown and Maori land appellations. By retaining the 
prefixes identifying the three plan systems currently in use this will allow for future 
conversion of existing records to this system, and provides a useful indication of the 
purpose for creating the parcel(s) and subsequent administrative procedures. 

The need for historical reference through preceding appellation(s) is no longer 
considered necessary. Once simplified appellation has been established, the link to 
historical appellation will be provided through the underlying survey plan." 
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2.2.3 Area Measurement 
The "old LINZ" standard for area measurement is defined as follows: 

Format for data transfer: 

Units : square metres (m2) 

Format type : 32 bit integer 

Resolution : 1 square metre 

Conversion Factors: 

1 acre = 4046.856 4224 square metres (Imperial to Metric (SI units)) 

1 hectare (ha) = 10,000 square metres 

Format on printed reports and screens: 

Areas less than 10,000 square metres will be displayed as square metres and suffixed with 
'm2' (eg. 630m2): 

Areas equal to or greater than 10,000 square metres will be displayed in hectares with 
four figures after the decimal point and suffixed with 'ha' (eg. 1.2300 ha). 

The storage and standard output of area from the DCDB are at variance with this "old 
LINZ" standard. Areas are stored as hectares and decimals of a hectare. Data can be 
reported in terms of the "old LINZ" standard if required. 

2.2.4 Street Address 
There have been a number of attempts to establish a standard for street address. These 
are the "old LINZ" standard for Street Address, the RAPID (Rural Address Property 
IDentification) system and more recently the Draft Australasian/New Zealand Standard for 
Rural Street Addressing. None of these standards have been adopted nationally by Local 
Authorities. 

The "old LINZ" standard provides recommended conventions and procedures for floor 
identification, building/property name, street/unit numbering and street name, type and 
suffix. However, building and property names are not recorded in the DCDB as we have 
no means of maintaining these data. 

Street address information is recorded in the DCDB to conform with the standards 
adopted by individual local authorities. Section 319 A and B of the Local Government Act 
1974 require Local Authorities to advise LINZ of the naming of roads and allocation of 
property numbers. 
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Street names conform to the national Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) database 
compiled for Electoral purposes. 

2.2.5 Local Government Names 
A standard code for each regional and local government agency, and each ward has been 
adopted. 

These codes are the same as those used in Statistics New Zealand's, New Zealand 
Geostatistical System (NZGSS), and Land Information NZ's Authoritative Streets and 
Places database. They have been placed in an indirect table to support outputs from the 
Statistical Layer for Digital Meshblocks. 

2.3 Positional Accuracy 
All aspects of spatial data are subject to positional errors as a direct result of the capture 
methods used. The accuracy standard for the DCDB was the "old LINZ" Standard for 
Geographical Accuracy, that is 

"For the great majority of points, digitised coordinates must be accurate, relative to 
numeric survey coordinates, to within +/- 1mm multiplied by the representative 
fraction of the capture map scale." 

The Surveyor General's DCDB Data Accuracy Specifications (Interim), established in 
September 1997, specify the following standard for positional accuracy of parcels, roads, 
railways and hydrographic areas as follows; 

95% of all coordinates shall not differ from their true position, relative 

to the survey control framework, by more than the following: 

Areas Pegged Survey Points Points not Pegged # 

urban 1.5m 2m 

rural 10m 20m 

remote 50m 100m 

# excludes points on irregular boundaries 

The geographical extent of individual urban, rural and remote areas will be defined by the 
Surveyor General. 

It is recognised that population by digitisation perpetuated all the existing errors in the 
manually produced cadastral record maps and may contribute more of their own. The 
department has, however, endeavoured to minimise errors when preparing data for 
capture and during data capture to ensure that the positional accuracy of the DCDB is at 
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least as accurate as the existing cadastral record maps from which most of the DCDB is 
derived. 

For the positional accuracy of specific areas please refer to the district office responsible 
for capture. They can investigate the lineage, and from local knowledge, indicate the 
positional accuracy that can be expected in any given area. 

Positional accuracy of NZMG coordinates is determined by the influence of a number of 
error sources: 

2.3.1 Coordinate Error 
The NZMG has been adopted for geographical referencing. The final accuracy and 
integrity of the NZMG coordinate base is directly dependent upon the coverage of the 
geodetic control system and the use to which that control has been put in the local 
cadastral system. NZMG coordinates are derived mathematically from the meridional 
circuit coordinates during data capture. 

2.3.1.1 Datum 

There is no mathematical relationship between Old Cadastral Datum (OCD) coordinates 
and Geodetic Meridional Circuit coordinates. As part of data preparation District Offices 
of the Department have compiled tables of coordinate differences between the two 
coordinate systems. These are used to linearly adjust coordinates captured from imperial 
record sheets referenced to OCD. Refer also Section 2.4.3. 

2.3.2 Graphic Error 
Graphical errors affecting the accuracy of NZMG coordinates within the DCDB include 
plotting errors, non-linear sheet dimensional distortions, general sheet deterioration and 
digitising errors. However, the major factor affecting positional accuracy is the scale at 
which the original record map was drawn and the compilation (draughting) methods 
used. 

The lineage or source code of each attribute node provides an indication of the reliability 
of coordinates stored within the database. The table below indicates the accuracies that 
may be expected in terms of the "old LINZ" Standard for Geographical Accuracy based on 
the source code of the attribute node at that point. 

Code Expected Accuracy Code Expected Accuracy 

1 0.01m 7 2.0m 

2 0.1m 8 5.0m 

3 0.5m 9 8.0m 

4 0.8m 10 10.0m 
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5 1.0m 11 25.0m 

6 1.5m 12 50.0m 

 

2.4 Positional Accuracy Improvement 

2.4.1 Data Preparation 
Very early in the DCDB development stages the need to upgrade the department's 
graphical records was identified. For two years prior to data capture considerable staff 
resources were committed and every effort made to eliminate, as far as possible, potential 
sources of error. The following data preparation tasks were instigated. 

2.4.2 Graphical Improvement 
Investigation of the datum used for the plotting of all existing record maps to determine 
if OCD or Geodetic Datum was used and noted to avoid future confusion. 

Existing record maps were examined to determine suitability for digital data capture. 
Sheets that were known to be grossly inaccurate, poorly draughted or deteriorating, to 
the extent that data was lost or distorted, were identified and corrected prior to capture 
by replotting. 

Areas where the scale of existing record maps was considered inadequate, particularly 
semi urban areas, were replotted. 

2.4.3 Coordinate Improvement 
No mathematical transformation exists between OCD coordinates and NZMG. NZMG 
coordinates can only be derived from meridional circuit coordinates which are in terms of 
Geodetic Datum 1949. It was therefore critically important that the relationship between 
OCD meridional circuit coordinates and Geodetic meridional circuit coordinates were 
established as accurately as possible. 

During data preparation, some 25,000 coordinate correction factors were established and 
entered into a OCD/Geodetic Datum Spot Difference Table. When conversion from OCD 
to Geodetic datum was required on any given digitised or numerically entered coordinate 
the corrections in the vicinity were extracted by the system and a factor calculated for the 
point in question. 

This procedure reliably and consistently converted OCD drawings and coordinates to 
Geodetic Datum prior to transformation to NZMG during data capture and data 
maintenance. 

2.4.4 Data Capture 
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In most cases the NZMG neat edge or meridional circuit grid as shown on existing record 
maps was used to control set up during data capture and to control graphical positioning 
within the database. However, coordinates may have been used where the record map 
was known to contain inaccuracies, where roadside data had been numerically entered to 
satisfy additional accuracy requirements or where sufficient control points had been 
entered into the area through database maintenances. 

Linear map dimensional distortions were eliminated during digitising registration. 
Coordinates for all control points were entered, digitised, and residuals between the 
entered coordinates and digitised coordinates displayed. From these residuals the 
operator detected any registration error caused by either poor digitising, map sheet 
distortions, or errors in the control point coordinates. Once the residuals were accepted 
an "affine" adjustment was selected to spread inaccuracies caused by dimensional 
distortions inherent in the existing drawings throughout the map sheet, thus effecting a 
"pro-rata" adjustment. 

2.4.4.1 Coordinate Control 

Geodetic coordinates for prominent points such as road intersections were often 
searched and used to control digitising registration. Up to eighteen control points can be 
used and an affine transformation used to adjust the existing definition to this accurate 
control. 

2.4.4.2 Numeric Entry 

Greater positional accuracy can be provided by controlling and supplementing digitising 
with numerical methods of input. These methods were used in areas where existing 
record maps were known to be inaccurate, where survey coordinate anomalies were 
known to exist, or where a higher positional accuracy was required for integration with 
other datasets sourced from data with a higher precision, such as large scale topographic 
data or orthophotography. 

For example, full numeric entry of roadside definitions to upgrade the road fabric 
definition has been used in many instances. This definition was then used to control and 
adjust internal parcel definition. 

2.4.5 DCDB Maintenance 
An important feature of the DCDB is that continuous data maintenance (updating) 
procedures were incorporated from the beginning of data capture to maintain the 
database in terms of new subdivisional plans and proclamation actions received daily in 
each Region or Branch office. Boundary and other changes were entered as they occur by 
using coordinate entry techniques. 
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Maintenance not only maintains the timeliness and integrity of the database but can also 
progressively upgrade the spatial geographic accuracy to higher standards. This data has 
been used to supplement coordinate controls identified above and has been used to 
systematically upgrade database accuracy. 

2.4.6 Parcel Adjustment 
A process of parcel adjustment has been used during the maintenance process to 
improve the spatial accuracy of data initially digitised into the database from the hard 
copy record maps. 

Where numeric entry of maintenance data has been used, misfits will occur with existing 
data of a lesser accuracy. Where the difference is small, only the points adjacent to the 
survey are upgraded. However, where the difference is substantial, adjustment has 
generally been applied to the adjoining region to enable the distortions to be spread 
throughout the immediate vicinity and not show as obvious discontinuity's in roadside 
angles and offsets or overlaps/gaps between cadastral boundaries. 

Algorithms have been developed to provide the means by which positional integrity can 
be improved over time as maintenance data is added. Specifically the parcel adjustment 
process comprises the following steps: 

Attribute nodes within the maintenance and existing cadastral networks defining common 
features are paired. 

Those pairings considered to be best representing any systematic coordinate differences 
within the maintenance region are included as observations for a linear transformation. 
The observations are weighted depending on the source code of the resident database 
attribute node. 

The included paired control points are then transformed. 

Coordinates of points other than the paired control points are adjusted. Their lineage, 
source code, the distance from control points, and the proximity of other points with 
more accurate source codes are all considered by the adjustment algorithm. 

As the database has been updated over the years with new survey information, the 
amount of movement in neighbouring coordinates has diminished to the point where 
minimal or even negative improvement has occurred in many parts of the database. 

With the approval of the Survey and Titles Automation Project in 1996 and the inclusion 
in that project of the creation of a survey accurate digital cadastre, the continued spatial 
improvement of the DCDB has been discontinued. In general, a policy of fitting new 
subdivision into the existing DCDB spatial fabric has been adopted. 

2.5 Attribute Accuracy 
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During data capture verification procedures were used to ensure that data had been 
interpreted and entered correctly from the record maps into the various attribute tables. 
For each source record map captured, a verification check plot and parcel attribute listing 
report was produced and checked against the source document for correctness and 
completeness. 

The verification plot contained attribute data entered into road and railway attribute 
tables. These were checked to ensure that spelling was correct in terms of the 
Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) database, that the full road type was shown, and 
that uppercase lettering had been used. The names were checked for readability, ie. that 
they have not been placed upside down. 

The plot also contained a parcel ID which corresponded to values listed in a Parcel 
Attributes Report. This was checked against the source documents to ensure the correct 
attribute data was entered for each parcel. This included ensuring that: 

The "old LINZ" simplified/standard appellation format types were adhered to when 
inputting data into the appellation and registration fields. 

The correct plan reference was interpreted. If in doubt the plan aperture cards were 
examined. 

Areas and area source codes had been interpreted and entered correctly. 

Street address 1and road names had been entered correctly in terms of Electoral Record 
Maps used to support the Electoral system and the Authoritative Streets and Places 
database. 

Certificate of Title or document references had been entered in the document field for 
diagram on transfer subdivisions, or to assist with uniqueness where appellation and area 
are the same. 

Data was edited on completion of validation checks and prior to posting into the GIS 
database. 

The above procedures do not ensure that errors or differences between datasets obtained 
from other sources will not occur. Comments under Section 2.1 - Lineage, indicated for 
example that differences may occur between the DCDB and title and valuation records. 

In 1997 processes were put in place to check, standardise and improve the accuracy of 
attribute data in the database. These checks are being consistently applied to the 
database resulting in significant ongoing improvements. 

2.6 Completeness 
A verification plot of the captured area was checked against the source record map to 
ensure that all features had been digitised correctly and that correct feature codes had 
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been assigned to each spatial feature. This check also ensured that the road and railway 
centreline network was complete, that centroids had been placed and attribute data 
entered for all land parcels and that sheet edge joins had been captured correctly. 

Building polygon and linear topology also ensures completeness of spatial data. 

2.7 Timeliness 
DCDB spatial and attribute data are maintained on a daily basis in terms of newly 
approved and deposited survey plans, changes to street names and street address as 
advised by Territorial Authorities, changes to the status of land as advertised in the NZ 
Gazette and changes to appellation and area resulting from proclamation actions as 
advertised in the NZ Gazette. Changes should, in most cases, be effected within five 
working days of the amending action taking affect. 

2.8 Logical Consistency 
Logical consistency of data is ensured through a two step polygon topology generation 
process: 

1 Parcelisation creates topologically correct network structures by splitting lines at 
every line intersection, generating a system node at every intersection and 
correcting overshot or undershot digitised lines. 

2 Polygon Formation where topological relationships between boundary segments 
and centroids are formed. 

Several factors must apply before topology can be created. 

• Each defined polygon must contain a centroid. 
• A system node must exist at the intersection point of two or more line features in 

the same network, ie. parcelisation completed. 
• All boundary line features of a polygon and the centroid must be defined as being 

in the same network. The boundary line feature must connect end to end, such 
that no 'holes' exist in the polygon boundary. 

• Two line features cannot leave or enter a system node exactly at the same angle, 
ie. there can be no duplicate features. 

Errors in topological structuring are reported and the process is cycled through until a 
clean topological structure is generated ensuring logical consistency of data. 

Linear topology is formed for all road centreline networks. 

Note: Land Information NZ does not warrant that full topology can be formed on 
the data but will use its best endeavours to achieve this if the client needs it. 
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Topological information may not necessarily transfer between systems during data 
conversion. However, by maintaining topology within the DCDB, formation of 
topology on other systems with this facility may be achieved with little further 
work. 

3 Database Organisation 
Within VISION* the schema definition of a database refers to the format and organisation 
of the user attribute tables as well as the specification of any topological structures such 
as layers and networks. 

The database schema used for DCDB allows us to organise our data in a logical manner 
which will help simplify and clarify data relationships, and facilitate the users 
understanding and analysis of the data. 

The database schema provides the specification for layers, networks and the definition of 
feature codes and the user attributes associated with them. 

3.1 Explanation of Schema 

3.1.1 Layers 
The DCDB schema consists of six data layers as outlined under List of User Defined 
Layers 

These layers are used to group features, and networks, which are associated by the type 
of information they portray, for example, the Stats/Admin Layer only contains feature 
codes and networks related to statistical and administrative information. 

Layers are the second level of the database structure with the map or database being the 
first level. 

The layer structure can be used to assist the management of information in the database. 
For example, the Content Maintenance facility (cdm) enables various controls to be 
placed upon the use of information in the database at a layer level. Other programs like 
gina_out enable data processing to be restricted to selected layers of information. 

Symbolisation of data within VISION* can also be controlled at a layer level. 

List of User Defined Layers 

Layers: 

Layer 
number: 

Cadastral 

100 

District 

101 

Strata 

102 

Statute 

103 

Stats/Admin 

104 

Plan 
Reference 

106 
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Layer 

Description: 

Cadastral 

information 

Land 

District 

Information 

Strata 

Information 

Statutory 

Restrictions 

Statistical and 

Administration 

Polygons 

Plan 

Reference 

Information 

Comments All 

cadastral 

boundary 

and Road 

Information 

- To store a 

definition 

of Strata 

plans 

Proclamations 

of central 

government 

importance 

Meshblock 

boundary and 

identifier 

information 

All Plan 

references 

and 

provisional 

plans 

3.1.2 Networks 
These are the next level of the structure below the layers and are further subdivision of 
the features, contained on a layer, into sub-groups. For example, the Cadastral Layer is 
divided into seven networks. Networks exist as outlined under List of User Defined 
Networks. 

Each network enables the grouping of features which have some geometrical connectivity 
or geometrical relationships. Which features are physically connected to other features or 
which features are next to other features, is known as topology. 

Networks may be of two types: Polygon or Linear. 

Polygon networks are networks that topology can be created within. A polygon is a 
closed feature, for example, a parcel of land with topology formed. To form topology and 
hence create a polygon, a centroid identifier must be placed within the parcel's 
boundaries, then a relationship between the centroid identifier and the boundaries can be 
established (topology formation). 

Linear networks are networks that only store line or point features which are not intended 
to form polygons. The lines within these networks may be inter-connected such as on the 
centrelines network or they may be randomly scattered such as private road boundaries 
on the private roads network. The relationship between networks and layers is shown in 
the following diagram. 

List of User Defined Networks. 

Layers: 

 

Cadastral 

100 

District 

101 

Strata 

102 

Statute 

103 

Stats/Admin 

104 

Plan 
Reference 

106 

Networks Survey 
1000 

Land 
1011 

Parcel 
Strata 
1020 

Proclamation 
1032 

Meshblock 
1040 

Plan 
1060 

  Partition 
1002 

      Ward 
1043 
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  Centreline 
1005 

      TA 
1044 

  

  Road 
Legality 
1006 

      Region 
1045 

  

  Address 
1007 

      Constituency 
1046 

  

  Survey 
Maint 
1008 

      General 
1047 

  

  EMF 
1009 

      Maori 
1048 

  

          No Licence 
1049 

  

NOTE - The Statute layer (103) and Survey Maint network (1008) are not available for 
client supply. 

3.2 Schema Features 
The fundamental database spatial entity is called a feature. A feature has one or more 
coordinates, an optional graphic text string, optional graphic parameters, (text size and 
justification for example), system attributes, (feature code, layer and network number, 
length for example), and optional user defined attributes (appellation, plan number and 
street address for example). The feature code determines which symbolisation is to be 
used for a feature, and also determines which attribute table is used for the user defined 
attributes directly associated with the feature. 

The DCDB schema uses three types of features namely: Polygon, Linear, and Point. 

The list below shows the features defined in the schema, their type and definition: 

Feature Primary Table Type Definition 

access_cl road_cl Linear Centreline defining accessways 

address address Point Address feature (Road name and property number) 

constituency constituency Polygon Regional Constituency polygon centroid 

constit_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary defining Regional Constituency derived from 
meshblocks. 

easement_cl covenant Linear Centreline defining easement in gross 

emf emf Point End point marker feature defining source of data 

emf1008 emf Point Maintenance end point marker feature defining source of 
data - Not for client supply 

general general Polygon General Electorate polygon centroid 
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general_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for General Electorate derived from 
meshblocks. 

hyd_segment hyd_segment Polygon Hydrographic polygon centroid 

h_line p_sufi Linear Line used to close off cadastral hydrographic features to 
ensure polygons are formed. eg. river confluence, river 
mouth. 

land_dist land_district Polygon Land district polygon centroid 

ld_bdy p_sufi Linear Land district polygon boundary 

m_part_bdy p_sufi Linear Parcel boundaries derived from unsurveyed Maori 
partitions. 

maori maori Polygon Maori Electorate polygon centroid. 

maori_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for Maori Electorate derived from meshblocks. 

maint_bdy p_sufi Linear Maintenance data - Not for client supply 

mesh_bdy p_sufi Linear Meshblock boundary feature code cloned from current 
cadastral boundaries or centrelines. This feature code is 
used in all client supply. 

mesh_cad p_sufi Linear Meshblock boundary following, or derived from, current 
cadastral boundaries. 

mesh_topo p_sufi Linear Meshblock boundary following, or derived from, current 
topographic features. 

mesh_other p_sufi Linear Meshblock boundary following, or derived from, features 
which are unknown, poorly defined or no longer current. 

meshblock meshblock Polygon Meshblock polygon centroid. 

no_licence no_licence Polygon Alcohol No Licence District Polygon centroid derived from 
meshblocks. 

no_lic_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for Alcohol No Licence District. 

parcel parcel Polygon Parcel polygon centroid 

parcel02 parcel Polygon Maori partition parcel polygon centroid 

parcel20 parcel Polygon Strata parcel polygon centroid 

parcel32 parcel Polygon Proclamation parcel polygon centroid 

parcel1008 parcel Polygon Maintenance parcel polygon centroid - Not for client 
supply 

parcel_arc p_sufi Linear Parcel Arc boundaries. Parcel boundaries which are also 
arcs. 

parcel_arc02 p_sufi Linear Maori partition parcel Arc boundaries. Parcel boundaries 
which are also arcs. Cloned from parcel_arc 

parcel_arc20 p_sufi Linear Strata parcel Arc boundaries. Parcel boundaries which are 
also arcs. May be cloned from parcel_arc 

parcel_bdy p_sufi Linear Parcel boundaries derived from survey plans. 

parcel_bdy02 p_sufi Linear Maori partition parcel boundaries derived from survey 
plans. Cloned from parcel_bdy 

parcel_bdy20 p_sufi Linear Strata parcel boundaries derived from survey plans. 
Maybe cloned from parcel_bdy 

parcel_hyd p_sufi Linear Surveyed stream/river/lake/coastline edges which are 
also legal parcel boundaries. 

parcel_hyd02 p_sufi Linear Surveyed stream/river/lake/coastline edges which are 
also legal Maori partition parcel boundaries. Cloned from 
parcel_hyd 

plan surv_plan Point Plan feature 

plan_prov surv_plan Point Provisional plan feature 
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proc_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary defining proclamation 

pte_road_cl road_cl Linear Private road centreline. 

pte_route_cl road_cl Linear Private route centreline. 

r_line  p_sufi Linear Boundary to close off road/rail polygons at intersections. 
Boundary does not coincide with cadastral bdy. 

r_line20 p_sufi Linear Boundary to close off strata road/rail polygons at 
intersections. Boundary does not coincide with cadastral 
bdy. 

r_legal_bdy p_sufi Linear Road legality boundary - used internal to road/rail parcel. 

r_legal_arc p_sufi Linear Road legality arc boundary - used internal to road/rail 
parcel. 

r_r_arc  p_sufi Linear Road/Railway Arc boundaries. 

r_r_arc02 p_sufi Linear Maori partition Road/Railway Arc boundaries. Cloned 
from r_r_arc 

r_r_arc20 p_sufi Linear Strata Road/Railway Arc boundaries. Maybe cloned from 
r_r_arc 

r_r_bdy  p_sufi Linear Road/Railway boundaries. Road and/or Railway 
boundaries derived from survey plans. 

r_r_bdy02 p_sufi Linear Maori partition Road/Railway boundaries. Road and/or 
Railway boundaries derived from survey plans. Cloned 
from r_r_bdy 

r_r_bdy20 p_sufi Linear Strata Road/Railway boundaries. Road and/or Railway 
boundaries derived from survey plans. Maybe cloned 
from r_r_bdy 

r_r_hyd p_sufi Linear Surveyed stream/river/lake/coastline edges which are 
also legal road/rail boundaries. 

r_r_hyd02 p_sufi Linear Surveyed stream/river/lake/coastline edges which are 
also legal maori partition road/rail boundaries. Cloned 
from parcel_hyd 

rail_segment railway Polygon Centroid feature used for rail polygon formation 

rail_seg20 railway Polygon Strata centroid feature used for rail polygon formation 

railway_cl railway Linear Railway centreline 

region region Polygon Regional Council polygon centroid 

region_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for Regional Council derived from meshblocks. 

road_cl road_cl Linear Road centreline 

road_legal road_legal Point Road legality information 

road_legal08 road_legal Point Maintenance road legality information - Not for client 
supply 

road_segment road_segment Polygon Centroid feature used for road polygon formation 

road_seg20 road_segment Polygon Centroid feature used for road strata polygon formation 

road_inter road_inter Polygon Centroid feature used for road intersection polygon 
formation 

road_inter20 road_inter Polygon Centroid feature used for strata road intersection polygon 
formation 

ta ta Polygon Territorial Authority centroid 

ta_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for Territorial Authority derived from 
meshblocks. 

ward ward Polygon Territorial Authority Ward centroid 

ward_bdy p_sufi Linear Boundary for Territorial Authority Ward derived from 
meshblocks. 
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walkway_cl road_cl Linear Centreline defining walkways 

The relationship between the various features and the networks (or layers) is shown in the 
following diagram. 

Database/Map 

Cadastral Layer 100 

Networks Survey 

1000 

Partition 

1002 

Centreline 

1005 

Road Legality 

1006 

  h_line 

hyd_segment 

parcel 

parcel_arc 

parcel_bdy 

parcel_hyd 

r_line 

r_r_arc 

r_r_bdy 

r_r_hyd 

rail_segment 

road_inter 

road_segment 

m_part_bdy 

parcel02 

parcel_arc02 

parcel_bdy02 

parcel_hyd02 

r_r_arc02 

r_r_bdy02 

r_r_hyd02 

access_cl 

easement_cl 

pte_road_cl 

pte_route_cl 

railway_cl 

road_cl 

walkway_cl 

r_legal_arc 

r_legal_bdy 

road_l 

  Partition 
1002 

      

  Centreline 
1005 

      

  Road Legality 
1006 

      

Networks Address 

1007 

Survey 

Maint 

1008 

EMF 

1009 

 

  address parcel1008 

emf1008 

maint_bdy 

road_legal08 

emf 
 

NOTE - The Survey Maint network (1008) is not available for client supply. 

District Layer 101 
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Networks Land 

1011 

  land_dist 

ld_bdy 

Strata Layer 102 

Networks Parcel Strata 

1020 

  
parcel20 

parcel_arc20 

parcel_bdy20 

r_line20 

r_r_arc20 

r_r_bdy20 

rail_seg20 

road_inter20 

road_seg20 

Statute Layer 103 

Networks Proclamation 

1032 

  
parcel32 

proc_bdy 

NOTE - The Proclamation network (1032) is not available for client supply. 

Stats/Admin Layer 104 

Networks Meshblock 

1040 

Ward 

1043 

TA 

1044 

Region 

1045 

Constituency 

1046 

  mesh_bdy 

mesh_cad 

mesh_other 

mesh_topo 

meshblock 

ward 

ward_bdy 

ta 

ta_bdy 

region 

region_bdy 

constituency 

constit_bdy 

Networks General 

1047 

Maori 

1048 

No Licence 

1049 
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general 

general_bdy 

maori 

maori_bdy 

no_licence 

no_lic_bdy     

Plan Reference Layer 106 

Networks Plan 

1060 

  plan 

plan_prov 

3.3 Tables 

3.3.1 Primary Tables 

The DCDB database schema has 21 user defined primary tables for storing attribute data. 
Attributes are stored within these tables via user attribute forms associated with certain 
feature codes, eg. the feature code "road_cl" (road centreline) has the table "road_cl" 
associated with it. 

The user table definitions show the layout of these tables, what columns each table has, 
what type the column is, the maximum number of characters allowed in each column 
(size), whether or not a null value is permitted, whether there is an index on the column, if 
the column contains unique values and the range of feature codes associated with the 
table. 

The emf, land_district and temp_query primary tables are not expanded on in the Data 
Characteristics manual as they are specific to Land Information NZ internal operations 
only. 

3.3.2 Indirect Tables 

Indirect tables contain information not directly associated with a database feature. There 
are two types of indirect tables - lookup and association. See Appendix 4 

The lookup tables are used to resolve data redundancy issues. This means a field need 
only be entered once but can be accessed via multiple primary tables. 

The association tables are used to resolve many to many relationships between primary 
tables. 

There are 5 indirect (2 lookup and 3 association) tables defined within the DCDB database 
schema - they are: 
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ROAD_LOOKUP: 

Attributes: sufi, created_date, modified_date, road_name, road_type, road_suffix, unofficial 
flag, asp_location 

Description: This lookup table holds entries that would otherwise be replicated in the 
ADDRESS table, ROAD_CL table and ROAD_SEGMENT table. The only way road names can 
be entered into the DCDB is via a valid entry in the Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) 
database. See Appendix 4. 

RD_NAME_SEGMENT: 

Attributes: road_lookup sufi and road_segment sufi. 

Description: This association table resolves the many to many relationship between the 
ROAD_LOOKUP table and the ROAD_SEGMENT table. See Appendix 4. 

RD_NAME_CL: 

Attributes: road_lookup_sufi and road_cl_sufi. 

Description: This association table resolves the many to many relationship between the 
ROAD_CL table and the ROAD_LOOKUP table. See Appendix 4. 

ADDRESS_RELATIONS: 

Attributes: address_sufi and parcel_sufi. 

Description: This association table resolves the many to many relationship between the 
PARCEL table and the ADDRESS table to allow for multiple addresses. See Appendix 4. 

PLAN_LOOKUP: 

Attributes: sufi, created_date, modified_date, plan_type, plan_no, plan_suffix, datum, 
plan_description. 

Description: This lookup table holds plan reference entries that would otherwise be 
replicated in the COVENANT table, PARCEL table and SURV_PLAN table. See Appendix 4. 

Appendix 4 
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4 Attribute Data 
4.1 Introduction to the Attribute Data Schema 
Attribute data are stored in two dimensional user defined tables. Each attribute is 
represented by a column. Each column is divided into rows. A row is made up of fields, 
each field contains value data stored where a column and row intersect. 

Within the DCDB, tables are maintained in a relational database management system 
(Oracle). Information can be retrieved through a Geographic Query Language (GQL), an 
extended version of the industry standard Structured Query Language (SQL). 

The DCDB database schema allows data to be organised in a logical manner, which helps 
simplify and clarify data relationships, and facilitate the users understanding and analysis 
of the data. The schema definition refers to the format and organisation of the user 
attribute tables, as well as the specification of any topological structures such as layers 
and networks. 

4.2 Definition of Tables 
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Two types of user defined tables exist, primary and indirect tables. Click here for a 
definition of both the primary and indirect tables. 

4.3 Static and Unique Feature Identifiers 
Static and Unique Feature Identifiers, (SUFIs), are an integral part of the DCDB. They have 
been introduced to make it possible for clients to link their data with the DCDB and to 
incrementally update their databases. This means that clients do not have to receive 
updates in the form of complete new dumps of the data, but only need to receive those 
records which have changed. The client's database can then be updated with just the 
changed records. 

As the name suggests these identifiers will never change once allocated to a feature. Thus 
once the link has been made it will not need to be maintained. In this way, clients can be 
assured that updates are received for precisely those features which have changed. They 
are also unique across all Land Information NZ databases so there can never be any 
ambiguity as to what feature from what database is being referred to. The SUFI is a 14 
digit number. The leading 4 digits are the database identifier, and the trailing 10 digits are 
the feature number within the database. 

4.4 Easement and Walkway Centreline Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of values associated to the features easement_cl, and 
walkway_cl. Note that parcel_sufi is not populated. 

Statutory easements only are captured. These are easements defined by statute which can 
be maintained, eg. transmission line corridors, pipeline easements. It does not include 
easements in gross as defined on Land Transfer plans. 

Table name: COVENANT 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO YES NO 

4 Name VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

5 PURPOSE VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

6 LEGALITY VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

7 PLAN_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) YES NO NO 

8 PARCEL_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) YES NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'COVENANT': 
Start End 
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easement_cl easement_cl 

walkway_cl walkway_cl 

4.5 Hydrographic Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of values associated to the feature hyd_segment. 

Hydrographic names are entered for Rivers, Lakes, Sea, eg. Waikato River, Lake Taupo. 

A feature h_line has been used to close off sections of river, ie. enable topology to be 
formed. Examples of where this feature is used are; 

• where two or more rivers meet 
• where a hydrographic definition extends a long way 

Table name: HYD_SEGMENT 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 HYDRO_NAME VARCHAR2 (60) NO NO NO 

5 PURPOSE VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

6 LEGALITY VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'HYD_SEGMENT': 
Start End 

hyd_segment hyd_segment 

 

4.6 Parcel Attributes 

4.6.1 Appellation 
The parcel appellation is divided into four fields. Each of these fields define a specific part 
of the appellation. The fields are Pt Indicator, Parcel Type, Parcel Digit, and Supp Digit. 

The following table identifies examples of how appellations are split up. 

Pt Indicator Parcel Type Parcel Digit Supp Digit   

Sec   Sec 1   

Lot   Lot 2   

Maori Pt   3D4C2F   

Sec of a Block Pt Sec 2A Sbdn 12 Blk XIV 
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Closed Road   Closed Road   

Table - Valid Appellation Entry 

Where an appellation is Part of a Block of a Registration District, Survey District, or plan, 
the block reference will append to the end of the Supp Digit field. Where no appellation 
is available Appellation Unknown is entered. 

Appellations are entered in terms of the simplified appellation formats contained in the 
Land Appellation Database (LAD). 

4.6.2 Registration Fields 
These fields describe the district or plan that the parcel is from. 

Index Type P (prefix):  

This field holds the type of district, or the plan index, eg. DP, SO, TOWN OF 

Name / Number 

This field holds the name of the district or the number of the plan 

Name Maori 

This field holds the name of the maori block, eg. PATEA 

Index Type S (suffix) 

This field holds anything following the name of the district, eg. SURVEY DISTRICT, 
TOWNSHIP 

A combination of these fields are populated for every parcel. Following are examples of 
how the fields are populated. 

Index Type P Name/Number Name Maori Index Type S 

DP 12345     

    PATEA   

  PATEA   TOWNSHIP 

TOWN OF PATEA     

  PATEA   DISTRICT 

SQUARE 123     

  PATERSON   SURVEY DISTRICT 

Table - Valid Registration Entry 

Block information for Survey Districts is appended to any information in the Supp Digit 
field. 

4.6.3 Parcel Area 
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The parcel area is entered in this field. Areas are entered in metric format for areas shown 
on metric record maps. From imperial record maps the imperial area has been entered in 
preference to the converted metric area where the imperial area is current, ie. not affected 
by subsequent subdivision. This enabled software to convert the area correctly, rounded 
off to the nearest fourth decimal place of a hectare. Where an imperial area was not 
current, ie. part of the original parcel has been subdivided and a metric balance area 
derived, or where a metric area was shown on the record map for subdivision under the 
Survey Regulations 1973, the metric area shown on the record map has been entered. 

NULL values are allowed. 

Total areas for severed parcels are not shown within this field. Refer also Section 4.6.11.1 

The storage unit is hectares with four decimal places displayed. 

Example: 

12.6541, 1200.0000, 0.0317 

4.6.4 Plan Supporting Appellation 
The Plan Supporting Appellation is the plan that supports the original subdivision for a 
parcel, and is made up of three parts. 

Type references the type of plan, eg. DP, SO, DEEDS, A 

Number references the number of the plan including any suffix. 

Suffix references the suffix to the number if it exists. 

4.6.5 Plan Supporting Area 
The Plan Supporting Area fields are the same as the Plan Supporting Appellation fields 
but are used to show a supplementary plan which supports the area of the parcel. 

Example: 

If Pt Lot 5 DP 1234 is taken for River Control Purposes as defined on SO 5678, DP 1234 is 
entered in the Index Type P and Name / Number fields and SO 5678 is entered in the 
Plan Supporting Area Type and Number fields. As is inferred by the name of the fields, 
the plan shows the area of the parcel. 

These fields are not used to show Unit, or Cross Lease, as these don't support surveyed 
area. It is used to show Strata plans over the parcel, if these are not shown in the Plan 
Supporting Appellation field. 

The Plan Supporting Appellation fields are not a plan index. Redefinition plans are not 
shown in these fields as title issues in terms of the appellation and definition as shown on 
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the plan. Other plan types, such as underlying subdivisional, easement, topological, 
control plans, or mining application plans are also not shown within these fields. 

4.6.6 Document 
This field is provided to reference the transfer or document number supporting a diagram 
on transfer subdivision, or Maori Land Court records supporting unsurveyed Maori 
partitions. 

Example: 

T 12345.6, Doc 54321, CT 3D/1452 

References entered are as were shown on the record map. Transfer or document 
references are preferred as these seldom change. However, due to the considerable time 
involved in searching DLR's records and search costs, Certificate of Title references are 
permitted. 

This field is not used to show CT references shown on record maps except where they 
may assist in identifying parcels with the same appellation and area. CT references are not 
shown for balance parcels or where parcel areas are amalgamated into one title. The 
DCDB is not a repository for CT references. Source and point of entry for this information 
will be from Land Title Office records, future enquiry on appellation will be able to provide 
references from that source. 

4.6.7 Total Area 
This field is provided to show the total surveyed area where two or more polygons exist 
for one parcel, or the area for the transfer or document reference above where individual 
parcel areas are not known. 

4.6.7.1 Legal Status 

A block of fields are provided for the entry of legal attribute data to support land taken by 
gazette or statutes. Fields provided include Name, Purpose, and Legality. As more than 
one legal status may affect a parcel, there are four Purpose and Legality fields provided. 

Only reserved or gazetted areas that require subsequent notification in the NZ Gazette to 
revoke actions, or a statutory requirement to notify the Chief Surveyor of acquisition and 
revocation are included in these fields. Lands acquired by transfer, private trusts and 
conservation covenants, etc. are not included when they may be disposed of, or cancelled, 
without notification to this department. 

Similarly, with the creation of SOE's and corporatisation of former government 
departments, property holdings are being defined by survey, order in councils authorising 
title and freehold titles issued in the name of the SOE or corporation. Railway land is an 
example of this, where ownership has been assumed, the land subdivided by survey and 
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freehold title issued. In these situations the land is treated as normal freehold land 
without reference in the legal status fields. 

Secondary usages within reserved or gazetted areas are shown where sufficient 
information is available to define them. Examples of secondary usages include Wilderness 
Areas within National Parks and Forest Parks (or Conservation Parks), Recreation, Open 
Indigenous State Forest, Forest Sanctuary, and Ecological Areas within State Forests, and 
secondary usages created under Section 191 PW Act 1981. 

4.6.7.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the reserved or gazetted area is entered in this field as capital and lower 
case characters. Reserve is entered in full rather than the standard abbreviation of Res. 

Example: 

Local Purpose Reserve (Service Lane) 

Crown Land Reserved from Sale 

Sounds Foreshore Reserve 

4.6.7.3 Legality 

The legality by which the reserved or gazetted area was taken is entered in this field. 

Example: 

Gaz 1987 p 144 or GN 54387.2 

Sec 12 ROLD Act 1986 

Sec 58 Land Act 1948 

Where a reserve has been reclassified under the Reserves Act 1977, only the 
reclassification gazette reference is shown. 

Where reserves are automatically vested on deposit of the survey plan, the legality is 
entered as Vested DP.... 

Situations may arise where numerous parcels with numerous gazette references are 
amalgamated into one parcel for convenience. In these situations a string of gazette 
references are placed in the Legality field separated by a comma or separating pages of a 
common year by a comma and space. However, where more references are required than 
the length of field available, the most prominent legalities are shown or alternatively, if 
these are listed on a plan, the plan reference is shown. 

Example: 

Refer DP 42294 
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Refer SO I234 

4.6.8 Specific Attribute Entry 
4.6.8.1 Severed Parcels 

Centroids are placed for each portion of a severed parcel so that topology may be 
formed for every parcel polygon. Full attribute data, including area, is shown for each 
centroid for enquiry purposes. Where described as a whole appellation each portion is 
entered as a whole appellation. Whether individual areas are, or are not, known for each 
severed parcel the total of the portions is shown in the Total Area field. 

4.6.8.2 Marginal Strips 

These notices are recorded in the fourth Purpose and Legality fields of the DCDB Parcel 
table. The reason for this is by nominating a field that would not be otherwise used the 
selection could be specific when queries are made on the database. If the next available 
field was used, selections would be lengthy as all Purpose and Legality fields would need 
to be included. 

The wording of the purpose notices and legalities will vary. 

4.6.8.3 Endowment Revesting Act 1991 

Where known, the Purpose and Legality fields are populated for land affected under 
Section 5 of the Foreshore and Seabed Endowment Revesting Act 1991, or Harbour 
Boards Dry Land Endowment Revesting Act 1991. 

4.6.8.4 Maori Roadway 

A "Maori Roadway" effectively is the same as a private road or private way as laid out 
under the Local Government Act 1974. The major differences being: 

• It is "created" by a Court order of the Maori Land Court and 
• It is only applicable to Maori Land and does not affect the ownership of the land. 

The following appellation is entered into the parcel table where a closed parcel polygon 
is defined as Maori Land and a Maori Roadway. 

Pt Indicator Pt 

Parcel Digit A3E2C3B3C2C2B1B 

Supp Parcel Digit (Roadway) 

Table - Valid Maori Roadway Entry 

4.6.8.5 Crown Forest Land 
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Crown Forest Land is one of the three possible outcomes that has occurred to 
unrestricted State Forest land. 

4.6.8.6 Esplanade Strips (Section 232 Resource Management Act 1991) 

There is no spatial (graphical) capture to define the extent of these strips, only an entry in 
the parcel table to identify that such a strip exists. 

The parcel centroid feature has the following attributes; 

Purpose_4 Subject to the provision of Esplanade Strips 

Legality_4 Sec 232 Resource Management Act 1991 

This is not the best solution but will have to do for now. Reason - there is no process in 
place to maintain this information, ie. the Esplanade Strips could be cancelled without 
Land Information NZ being notified. 

Note the fact that this information was correct at time of entry, and that the title needs to 
be searched. 

4.6.8.7 Section 237A Resource Management Act 1991 

Section 237A is a new reference in terms of the 1993 Amendments to the Resource 
Management Act, it was previously known as Section 235. 

Land vested remains as a polygon, the boundaries to be coded *.hyd. Where there is a 
series of such parcels, or where they join hydro segments, the abutting boundaries of 
each polygon should be coded parcel_bdy, giving one cadastral hydrographic polygon if 
a *.hyd was made. 

The centroid feature code shall be parcel with the following attributes; 

Table name: PARCEL 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 PT_INDICATOR VARCHAR2 ( 3) YES NO NO 

5 PARCEL_TYPE VARCHAR2 (54) YES YES NO 

6 PARCEL_DIGIT VARCHAR2 (60) YES YES NO 

7 SUPP_PARCEL_DIGIT VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 
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8 INDEX_TYPE_P VARCHAR2 (35) YES YES NO 

9 NAME_NUMBER VARCHAR2 (54) YES YES NO 

10 PLAN_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) YES YES NO 

11 NAME_MAORI VARCHAR2 (54) YES NO NO 

12 INDEX_TYPE_S VARCHAR2 (35) YES NO NO 

13 PARCEL_AREA NUMBER (10,4) YES NO NO 

14 PARENT_PLAN_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) YES YES NO 

15 PARENT_PLAN_REF VARCHAR2 ( 28) YES NO NO 

16 SUPP_PLAN_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) YES YES NO 

17 SUPP_PLAN_REF VARCHAR2 ( 28) YES NO NO 

18 DOCUMENT VARCHAR2 (32) YES NO NO 

19 TOT_AREA NUMBER (10,4) YES NO NO 

20 RESERVE_NAME VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

21 PURPOSE_1 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

22 LEGALITY_1 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

23 PURPOSE_2 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

24 LEGALITY_2 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

25 PURPOSE_3 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

26 LEGALITY_3 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

27 PURPOSE_4 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

28 LEGALITY_4 VARCHAR2 (60) YES NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'PARCEL': 
Start End 

parcel parcel 

parcel02 parcel02 

parcel1008 parcel1008 

parcel20 parcel20 
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parcel32 parcel32 

4.7 Plan / Provisional Plan Reference Attributes 
The surv_plan table stores the plan_sufi which comes from the plan_lookup table. 

The plan_lookup table holds the attributes: 

Plan_type, Plan_no, Plan_suffix, Datum, Plan_description 

The Datum field identifies the origin of coordinates. Capture of this information started 
mid 1995, ie. retrospective capture of datum information has not been undertaken at this 
point in time. The table below shows valid entries. 

Datum In Full 

GD 49 Geodetic Datum 1949 

GD 71 Geodetic Datum 1971 

MAGNETIC Magnetic Datum 

OCD Old Cadastral Datum 

Compiled Compiled 

Computed Computed 

Table - Valid Plan Datum Entries 

The Plan Description field indicates the type of plan. The table below shows valid entries. 

Where the plan is not covered by one of those listed, eg. Easement, then one of NULL, 
Compiled or Computed is used to distinguish the type of survey data on that plan. This 
includes redefinition and proclamation plans, which do not have a separate description. 

Stat Bdy is used to represent all Electoral District, Fire District, Territorial Authority and 
other plan that define a statutory boundary. 

Unit, Xlease and Strata are used to capture the letters U, C and S that are written next to 
the plan number for Land Transfer plans. 

CT Diag is used for plans that have been prepared to enable an appellation to be 
assigned to balance sections of a subdivision and there is no survey basis for the 
boundary definition (not surveyed or compiled). 

Plan Description In Full 

CT Diag CT Diagram 
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Covenant   

Easement   

Mining Mining Licence 

Marine Marine Farm Licence 

NSD No Survey Data 

No Plan Physical plan lost or destroyed 

Not Used Plan number not allocated, renumbered or withdrawn 

Photo   

Control Standard Control or Trig Control 

Stat Bdy Statutory Boundary 

Strata Strata 

Topo   

Trnmsn Transmission 

Unit Unit 

Xlease Cross Lease 

Table name: SURV_PLAN 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 PLAN_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES NO 

Feature code ranges for 'SURV_PLAN': 
Start End 

plan plan 

plan_prov plan_prov 

4.8 P_sufi Attributes 
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The p_sufi table is used to store information for features that do not have their own 
attribute table. These are usually linear features with no "real attributes" as such. The 
p_sufi table allows for each of these features to have their own sufi and hold the 
created_date and modified_date fields. 

Table name: P_SUFI 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'P_SUFI': 
Start End 

client_bdy client_bdy 

constit_bdy constit_bdy 

general_bdy general_bdy 

h_line h_line 

ld_bdy ld_bdy 

m_part_bdy m_part_bdy 

maint_bdy maint_bdy 

maori_bdy maori_bdy 

mesh_bdy mesh_bdy 

mesh_cad mesh_cad 

mesh_topo mesh_topo 

mesh_other mesh_other 

no_lic_bdy no_lic_bdy 

parcel_arc parcel_arc 

parcel_arc02 parcel_arc02 

parcel_arc20 parcel_arc20 

parcel_bdy parcel_bdy 
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parcel_bdy02 parcel_bdy02 

parcel_bdy20 parcel_bdy20 

parcel_hyd parcel_hyd 

parcel_hyd02 parcel_hyd02 

proc_bdy proc_bdy 

r_r_arc r_r_arc 

r_r_arc02 r_r_arc02 

r_r_arc20 r_r_arc20 

r_r_bdy r_r_bdy 

r_r_bdy02 r_r_bdy02 

r_r_bdy20 r_r_bdy20 

r_r_hyd r_r_hyd 

r_legal_arc r_legal_arc 

r_legal_bdy r_legal_bdy 

r_line r_line 

r_line20 r_line20 

region_bdy region_bdy 

ta_bdy ta_bdy 

temp_line temp_line 

ward_bdy ward_bdy 

4.9 Railway Centreline / Segment Attributes 
The railway table stores attributes associated to the features railway_cl and 
rail_segment. 

Railway names are stored as approved by Tranzrail, the NZ Geographic Board, and listed 
in Section 1 of the Cartographic Manual of Instruction, eg. 

NORTH ISLAND MAIN TRUNK 

Where the Railway name is hyphenated, it is entered without spaces separating the parts 
of the name and the hyphen. 
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Unnamed rail_segment features have the Railway Name populated as RAILWAY. 

Table name: RAILWAY 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 RAILWAY_NAME VARCHAR2 (50) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'RAILWAY': 
Start End 

railway_cl railway_cl 

rail_segment rail_segment 

rail_seg20 rail_seg20 

4.10 Road Centreline Attributes 
The road_cl table stores attributes associated to the features road_cl, pte_road_cl, 
pte_route_cl, and access_cl. 

4.10.1 Road Name 
The road_cl table contains one road_lookup_sufi from the indirect table road_lookup. 
There is also an entry in the rd_name_cl table. Where there is more than one name 
associated with a centreline, multiple entries exist in the rd_name_cl table, as well as the 
full_road_name being populated with a combination of all the names eg HIGH STREET (SH 
1). 

The road_lookup table has been set out with the fields; Road Name, Road Type, Road 
Suffix, Unofficial_flag and ASP_location. Street names, type, and suffix are entered 
without abbreviation, ie. ROAD is not entered as RD. The Unofficial_flag is used to record 
entries that have not been confirmed by the Territorial Authority as being a valid name. 
The ASP_location holds either the Territorial Authority name, or where there are two or 
more distinct roads with the same name within a Territorial Authority a location to 
distinguish each road. 
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The Road Status field in the road_cl table contains a status where necessary, ie. Private 
Route, Private Road, Forestry, Accessway, Service Lane or Roadway. 

Values within the Road Name, Road Type and Road Suffix of the road_lookup table 
fields are entered in upper case. 

Examples of valid entries include; 

Road Name Road Type Road Suffix 

MT FYFFE ROAD   

WAIPUNA STREET   

PENNY LANE   

QUEEN CARLOTTE DRIVE   

MAIN ROAD D'URVILLE ISLAND 

MILL AND FORD ROAD EAST 

SH 1     

THE ANCHORAGE     

MAIN ROAD   

WILLIAM GROVE   

Abbreviations have only been shown when sufficient characters are not available within 
the field, and then standard abbreviations as shown in Appendix One, and used within the 
Authoritative Streets and Places (ASP) database, have been used. Where the Road Name 
is hyphenated, the record has been entered without spaces separating the parts of the 
name and the hyphen. Where the Road Name is like MC IVOR no spaces separate parts 
of the name, eg. MCIVOR. 

Where a Motorway is formed but has not been legalised, the feature code pte_route_cl is 
used, and the Road Status entered as Private Route. Only when the majority of the land 
over which the motorway construction runs, has been designated as motorway is the 
centreline feature code changed to road_cl with no Road Status. 

4.10.2 Road Status 
Private roads, private routes, accessways and service lanes require the description or 
status of road to be entered in the Road Status field. Entry is in upper and lower case. 

For example; 
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Service Lane, Private Road 

Named Local Purpose Reserves for the purpose of Accessway or Service Lane are 
considered private roads and named with the annotation `Private Road' as outlined 
above. 

Note the following - 

Where a legal road polygon is broken by a rail_segment or hydro_segment, the feature 
code of the centreline of the road is not changed to pte_route_cl for that portion of the 
centreline that passes over the rail_segment or hydro_segment. 

Where a "Motorway" is formed but has not been legalised, the feature code is 
pte_route_cl and the status is (Private Route). Only when the majority of the land over 
which the motorway construction runs, has been designated as motorway is the 
centreline feature code changed to road_cl with no status. 

The investigation of access_cl centrelines in terms of whether they are vehicular or 
pedestrian has NOT been undertaken by way of field checks. 

4.10.3 Roads Without a Name 
There are cases where a road centreline is captured when there is no road name. Valid 
entries in these cases are: 

ROADWAY, Service Lane, Accessway 

In the case of `ROADWAY' the Road Status field will show `Private Road' as well. 

Table name: ROAD_CL 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO YES NO 

4 ROAD_LOOKUP_SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES NO 

5 FULL_ROAD_NAME VARCHAR2 (90) YES NO NO 

6 ROAD_STATUS VARCHAR2 (13) YES NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'ROAD': 
Start End 

access_cl access_cl 
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pte_road_cl pte_road_cl 

pte_route_cl pte_route_cl 

road_cl road_cl 

4.11 Road Legality Attributes 
The feature code is road_legal. 

This feature is provided for the entry of road legality attributes. 

4.11.1 Road Legalities 
Land Information NZ are of the understanding that a number of terminologies are being 
used in respect to road legalities without a true understanding of what those 
terminologies mean. The following list identifies some of the more common terms, with a 
definition as to what they mean. 

1. Legal Road / Public Road - both of these terms are accepted to relate to "road" 
that has been legalised. That is to say some formal action has taken place and is 
recorded to the effect that it is road. (NB: The definition of road as per Section 315 
Local Government Act 1974 includes Street, Accessway and Service lane but does 
not include Motorway). 

2. Road Purposes - A term used for land that is held as a public work which may be 
declared road at a later date. (NB: It is not legal road until some formal follow-up 
action has occurred.) 

3. Purposes of a Road - This term has similar meaning to road purposes. While it is 
in some quarters considered to be land held as a public work and therefore not 
road, others, such as Wellington DLR's, have ruled land taken or transferred for the 
purposes of a road is a public road. NB: In the instances of (b) and (c), above, 
districts if in doubt should consult their local DLR / ALR for a ruling. 

4. Set apart for Road - This term is used when lands of the Crown are made road, 
i.e. the land automatically becomes legal road on the appearance of the Gazette 
Notice. (Re Sec 52(1) PW Act). 

5. Acquired for Road - This term relates to where land is acquired for road through 
an agreement with the owner. As with (d) above, land automatically becomes legal 
road on publication of notice. (Re Sec 20 PW Act.) 

6. Declared Road - This term relates to the declaring of private or public land to be 
road by the Minister by notice in Gazette. Occurs when a written consent is 
obtained from the owners, lessees or licenses. (Re Sec 114 PW Act). 

7. Taken for Road - This term denotes the compulsory taking of land for road by 
proclamation under the hand of the Governor-General. (Re Sec 23-26 PW Act.) 
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Table name: ROAD_LEGAL 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO YES NO 

4 LEGALITY VARCHAR2 (60) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'ROAD_LEGAL': 
Start End 

road_legal road_legal 

road_legal08 road_legal08 

4.12 Road Segment Attributes 
The feature code is road_segment, road_inter. 

These features are linked to the road_lookup table by the indirect table 
rd_name_segment 

The rd_name_segment table holds the road_lookup_sufi and the road_segment_sufi for 
each name associated with a given road_segment or road_inter feature. 

Table name: ROAD_SEGMENT 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'ROAD_SEGMENT': 
Start End 

road_inter road_inter 

road_inter20 road_inter20 

road_segment road_segment 
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road_seg20 road_seg20 

4.13 Street Address Attributes 
Feature code is address. 

This feature is provided for the entry of street address attributes. The Flat / Unit field will 
only be populated if the Flat / Unit has its own distinct address, eg. Flat 1B 14 BELFORD 
ROAD, if the flat is shown on the plan simply as 'Flat 1' it is not recorded as an address. 

The House Number Low field must always be populated. This field holds the street 
address number whether it is involved in a range or not. 

The House Number High field will only be populated if the address is involved in a 
range, eg. 103-115 Thorndon Quay, where 103 is the House Number Low and 115 is the 
House Number High. 

The Road_lookup_sufi holds the SUFI from the Road_lookup table for the road name for 
this address feature. The Road_cl_sufi holds the SUFI for the nearest road centreline with 
the same road name. 

Where an address has been identified, but has not been confirmed by the Territorial 
Authority the Unofficial_flag is used. 

An entry is populated in the Address_relations table for each parcel that a given address 
is related to. 

Table name: ADDRESS 
# Name Type  Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER  (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE  (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE  (22) NO NO NO 

4 HOUSE_LOW NUMBER  (10,0) NO NO NO 

5 HOUSE_LOW_SUFFIX VARCHAR2  ( 2) YES NO NO 

6 HOUSE_HIGH NUMBER  (10,0) YES NO NO 

7 HOUSE_HIGH_SUFFIX VARCHAR2  ( 2) YES NO NO 

8 FLAT_UNIT VARCHAR2  ( 6) YES NO NO 

9 FLAT_UNIT_SUFFIX VARCHAR2  ( 6) YES NO NO 
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10 ROAD_LOOKUP_SUFI NUMBER  (15,1) NO YES NO 

11 ROAD_CL_SUFI NUMBER  (15,1) NO YES NO 

12 UNOFFICIAL_FLAG VARCHAR2  (1) YES NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'ADDRESS': 
Start End 

address address 

4.14 Meshblock Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of meshblock identifier attributes, associated to the 
feature meshblock. 

In some cases there are multiple polygons for a given meshblock identifier. 

Table name: MESHBLOCK 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES NO 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 MESHBLOCK_ID VARCHAR2 ( 7) NO YES NO 

Feature code ranges for 'MESHBLOCK': 
Start End 

meshblock meshblock 

4.15 General Electorate Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of general electorate attributes, associated to the feature 
general. 

Table name: GENERAL 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 
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2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 GENERAL VARCHAR2 (30) NO NO NO 

5 GENERAL_ID VARCHAR2 ( 3) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'GENERAL': 
Start End 

general general 

4.16 Maori Electorate Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of maori electorate attributes, associated to the 
feature maori. 

Table name: MAORI 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 MAORI VARCHAR2 (30) NO NO NO 

5 MAORI_ID VARCHAR2 ( 1) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'MAORI': 
Start End 

maori maori 

4.17  Alcohol No Licence District Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of alcohol no licence district attributes, associated to the 
feature no_licence. 

Table name: NO_LICENCE 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 
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1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 NO_LICENCE VARCHAR2 (40) NO NO NO 

5 NO_LICENCE_ID VARCHAR2 ( 1) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'NO_LICENCE': 
Start End 

no_licence no_licence 

4.18 Regional Council Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of regional council attributes, associated to the 
feature region. 

Table name: REGION 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 REGION VARCHAR2 (40) NO NO NO 

5 REGION_ID VARCHAR2 ( 2) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'REGION': 
Start End 

region region 

4.19 Regional Constituency Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of regional constituency attributes, associated to the 
feature constituency. 
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Table name: CONSTITUENCY 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 CONSTITUENCY VARCHAR2 (40) NO NO NO 

5 CONSTIT_ID VARCHAR2 ( 4) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'CONSTITUENCY': 
Start End 

constituency constituency 

4.20 Territorial Authority Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of territorial authority district attributes, associated to the 
feature ta. 

Table name: TA 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 TA VARCHAR2 (40) NO NO NO 

5 TA_ID VARCHAR2 ( 3) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'TA': 
Start End 

ta ta 

4.21 Ward Attributes 
This table provides for the entry of territorial authority ward attributes, associated to the 
feature ward. 
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Table name: WARD 
# Name Type Size Nulls Index Unique 

1 SUFI NUMBER (15,1) NO YES YES 

2 CREATED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

3 MODIFIED_DATE DATE (22) NO NO NO 

4 WARD VARCHAR2 (40) NO NO NO 

5 WARD_ID VARCHAR2 ( 5) NO NO NO 

Feature code ranges for 'WARD': 
Start End 

ward ward 

5 Data Pricing & Delivery 
5.0 Background 
Land Information NZ is focussed on providing core services to government such as 
establishing policies, regulations, and standards for land related and sea bed information. 
Its direct services to the public include the approval of survey plans, the issue of land titles 
and making government held land information available. 

Government policy directs that the retailing of land information is not a core Land 
Information NZ function, except for searches of survey and title records at the public 
counter and the provision of data in its raw form. Land Information NZ will continue to 
maintain and manage a fully automated digital cadastral database and deliver data in its 
raw form. Raw-form data is defined as being an extract of data from the DCDB by 
rectangular extents or by user defined polygon in GINA format. This is the General 
INterchange and Archive neutral file format devised by SHL Systemhouse. The format 
contains both graphic and non graphic data and includes the schema definition, 
coordinate system definition, layer and network definition, feature coordinates, attributes 
and polygon relationships. Symbology definitions are not included. Documentation on 
the GINA file format and structure is attached as Appendix 3. The department is no longer 
resourced to provide services such as data translation or modification. 

To facilitate the continued dissemination of DCDB data, the department has developed a 
"DCDB Data Licensing and Delivery Model". The main feature of the model is the 
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identification of the method for delivery of data through licensed distributors. Land 
Information NZ will provide raw-form DCDB data in bulk to such organisations for an 
annual licence fee. The distributor will provide support to the DCDB licence holder, 
translate data to the required format and generally add value to, and service the product 
to meet the end users requirements. The distributor will charge the client data and 
processing fees appropriate for the service and will collect a "third party" licence fee or 
royalty on behalf of Land Information NZ. The distributor will supply Land Information NZ 
with a copy of each third party licence agreement and will allow Land Information NZ to 
audit their licensing records. 

Current Land Information NZ licensed distributors are:- 

• Terralink NZ Ltd 
• NZ Aerial Mapping Ltd 
• Eagle Technology Ltd 
• Mapinfo Australia Pty Ltd 
• Critchlow Associates 
• Map Data Sciences (Australia) 

5.1 Fees and Charges 
Costs for products are prescribed in the Survey (Departmental Fees and Charges) 
Regulations 1993. 

5.1.1 Digital Data 
Digital data is charged on the number of spatial features or part features and attributes 
supplied. A range of parcel areas are used due to the complexity and larger number of 
parcel sides of larger polygons. The attribute fee provided by regulation is for all 
attributes. A breakdown of this fee for individual or groups of attributes and the licence 
fee payable is calculated as follows: 

A. Base Rate Fee 

........... parcels up to and including 4000 square metres @ $0.16 each $............. 

........... parcels over 4000 square metres up to and including 8 hectares @ $0.21 each 
$............. 

........... parcels greater than 8 hectares @ $0.28 each $............. 

B. Road/Railway Centreline Fee 

........... Road/Railway centreline features with attributes @ $0.08 each $............. 

C. Parcel Centroid Coordinate Fee 
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............Parcel Centroid Coordinate @ $0.04 each $............. 

D. Attribute Data Fee 

Either: 

........... parcels with all attributes @ $0.20 each $............. 

OR any one or more of the following: 

..........parcels with appellation and plan number @ $0.08 each $............. 

..........parcels with legal area @ $0.03 each $............. 

..........parcels with purpose/legality @ $0.02 each $............. 

..........parcels with street name and house number @ $0.07 each $............. 

Add A + B + C + D = Annual Licence Fee $............. 

An additional fee for processing data to specific requirements and a fee for translation 
costs may also be charged. 

Note: 

1. All costs are inclusive of GST. 
2. The annual licence fee is payable for the first five years. A minimum discount of 

40% of the annual licence fee is applied in each succeeding year thereafter. 

5.2 Meshblock Data 
Meshblock data or Digital Meshblocks (DMB) are available through Statistics New 
Zealand. 

https://www.statistics.govt.nz/
https://www.statistics.govt.nz/
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